Abstract
Introduction
test statistic inflation/deflation can occur not only in samples with continental ancestry 73 differences, but also in samples with subtle or fine-scale population structure. Furthermore, the 74 miscalibration of test statistics is observed for LMM methods that estimate variance 75 components once per genome screen, such as EMMAX 3 and GCTA 13 , as well as those that re-
76
estimate variance components for every tested variant, such as GEMMA 8 .
77
To address the shortfalls of existing LMM methods, we propose a linear mixed model 
88
as covariates, while recent genetic relatedness among individuals is modeled using a random 89 effect, with covariance structure specified by an ancestry-adjusted empirical GRM. An important 90 feature of the GRM used by LMM-OPS is that it is constructed to be orthogonal to the ancestry- 
120
where is the number of SNPs in the set , is the genotype value for individual at 121 SNP , and is the sample average allele frequency at SNP , as
122
is the number of sampled individuals. The genotype covariance structure captured by ,
123
the empirical GRM constructed using the estimator " # $% in Equation (1), includes contributions 124 from both distant population structure and recent familial relatedness 24 .
126

Construction of an Empirical GRM Orthogonal to Genome-wide Ancestry
127
Similar to the aforementioned standard GRM, an ancestry-adjusted GRM, Φ, also measures a 
135 where is the element of the vector of fitted
136
values from a linear regression of , the genotype values for all individuals at SNP , on .
137
To see that the ancestry-adjusted empirical GRM, , constructed using the estimator in
138
! !
Equation (2) 
and are obtained, typically with restricted maximum likelihood (REML). GLS can then be performed using the estimate of the overall phenotypic covariance structure, .
180
The LMM-OPS Model
181
The LMM-OPS model that we propose has a similar form to the LMM presented in Equation (4),
182
but with the genealogical structure of the sample orthogonally partitioned into fixed and 183 random effects. Population structure is adjusted for as a fixed effect, and recent genetic 184 relatedness is accounted for as a random effect. The LMM-OPS model can be written as
185
.
186
The differences in the LMM-OPS model in Equation (5) 
! Φ with element given by Equation (2), or the 'centered and standardized' ancestry-adjusted
197
empirical GRM, , with element given by Equation (3), can be used for LMM-OPS.
198
Throughout the remainder of this manuscript, unless specified otherwise, we use the centered
199
and standardized ancestry-adjusted empirical GRM when presenting LMM-OPS results.
201
Simulation Studies
202
In all simulation studies, association testing was performed using LMM-OPS, EMMAX, GCTA, 
212
Simulation studies were used to investigate the impact of variation across the genome 213 in allele frequency differences between populations on association test statistics at null SNPs.
214
Two simulation studies were conducted using samples from two different pairs of HapMap . Approximately 17% of participants in this study are under-represented U.S. 
282
Results
283
Impact of Variable Allele Frequency Differences on Association Test Statistics
354
Additionally, modified QQ plots were generated for each LMM method using the p-
355
values for all 100,000,000 null SNPs pooled across the 1,000 phenotype replicates, as well as for 
Detection of Causal SNPs
363
We also performed simulation studies in the setting with FST = 0. 
388
This inflation was most likely due to unaccounted for familial relatedness in the sample 20, 24 .
389
The genotype effect size estimates from all four LMM methods were similar on average,
390
however LMM-OPS consistently provided the smallest standard error estimates, and thus a 391 more efficient association test ( Figure S3 ). The Manhattan plot of the LMM-OPS -log10(p-values)
392
shows a strong association signal for WBC count in a region on chromosome 1 ( Figure 5C ).
393
LMM-OPS attained the highest significance in this region, and all genome-wide significant p-
394
values with LMM-OPS were one or more orders of magnitude smaller than those from the 395 competing LMM methods ( Figure 5D and Table 2 ). The most significant SNP on chromosome 1
396
was rs11265198 (LMM-OPS p = 6.49 x 10 -13 ; EMMAX p = 2.49 x 10 -10 ; GCTA p = 2.77 x 10 -10 ;
397
GEMMA p = 4.00 x 10 -11 ). In addition, there was one SNP in this region, rs6656586, which 398 attained genome-wide significance with LMM-OPS but did not with any of the other methods.
399
The most significant SNP, rs11265198, is near the Duffy Antigen Receptor for 
405
Additionally, we re-ran a GWAS with LMM-OPS conditional on rs2814778, and all of the 406 previously identified genome-wide significant SNPs on chromosome 1 became non-significant
407
( Figure S4 ), indicating that these SNPs were tagging this regulatory variant. Thus, we were able 408 replicate and generalize 21 to Hispanics/Latinos the previously identified association in African
409
Americans for WBC count and this regulatory variant in the DARC gene.
Importance of Orthogonality
413
The key feature of LMM-OPS that differentiates it from existing LMM methods for GWAS is the 
427
To further explore the impact of using an empirical GRM that is orthogonal to the PCs 428 included in the analysis as fixed effect covariates, we re-ran the EMMAX, GCTA, and GEMMA
429
analyses of WBC count, but included the same 6 PCs that were used in the LMM-OPS analysis as 430 fixed effect covariates, which corresponds to an approach that was previously proposed for 431 associating testing in structured samples with unusually differentiated SNPs 15,26 . In these 432
analyses, the PCs and the GRM were both adjusting for the population structure. The results
433
from these models were very similar to those from the corresponding models without PCs ( Figure S8 and Table 2 ). These results demonstrate that the efficiency gain achieved with LMM- 
490
To address this issue, we developed LMM-OPS, which orthogonally partitions the 
495
In simulation studies with real and simulated genotype data, we demonstrated that the LMM-
496
OPS testing procedure provides well-calibrated association test statistics at all SNPs genome-497 wide, regardless of the distribution of allele frequency differences among the underlying 
503
We also compared the performance of LMM-OPS to existing implementations of LMMs
504
through a GWAS analysis of white blood cell (WBC) count in the Hispanic cohort of the WHI
505
SHARe study. This cohort contains multi-way continental ancestry admixture as well as cryptic familial relatedness. All four methods gave similar genotype effect size estimates at SNPs for magnitude, than EMMAX, GEMMA, and GCTA. Using LMM-OPS, we were able to replicate 
514
vivax malaria 34, 35 . Furthermore, through a conditional analysis including rs2814778 as a 515 covariate, we were able to demonstrate that other genome-wide significant associations in this 516 region on chromosome 1 could be explained by LD with this particular variant.
517
In the implementation of LMM-OPS presented here, we utilized ancestry-representative 
599 
607
For the simulations used to evaluate detection of causal SNPs, each of the causal SNP-
608
phenotype pairs was generated according to the model 609 .
the simulations using the simulated genotype data with admixture, s' was selected at random 612 from Set 2. The effect size for SNP s' was chosen to explain a pre-specified proportion of the 613 phenotypic variability, denoted , and 10,000 replicate SNP-phenotype pairs were simulated for each choice of {0.75%, 1.00%, 1.25%, 1.50%}.
616
Supplemental Data
617
Supplemental data include 9 Figures and 3 Tables.   618   619 620 
822
The power of LMM-OPS, EMMAX, and GEMMA to detect causal SNPs with h 2 = 0.75%, 1.00%, The p-values are presented for all six SNPs reaching genome-wide significance for WBC count with any of the LMM methods. a LMM-OPS when using the PC-Relate ancestry-adjusted empirical GRM; b LMM-OPS when using the centered only ancestry-adjusted empirical GRM. The results labeled "+PCs" are from each of the respective LMM methods when the top 6 PCs from PC-AiR are included as fixed effect covariates
